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1 MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS AND INSTALLATION
Thank you for your purchase of an Artos MTX/STX Series Modular Wire Processing machine. Please read the
following instructions prior to unloading and operating you machine.

1.1

MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS

The machine specifications have been provided as a general guideline to the capabilities of your new MTX/STX
machines. Your machines actual capabilities will depend on your material and application.
Wire Size: 0,15 to 6 mm2 ( 26 to 10 AWG)
Wire Cut Lengths: 51mm to 100M (2” to 3938”)
Wire Stripping Lengths: 0 to 12.7mm (0 to 0.5”)
Wire Feed Rate (Max.): 5M/Sec (197 inches/Sec.,)
Weight: 1818 Kg (4000lb)
Dimensions: 3.17 X 1.73 X 1.84M (125X70X73 IN.)
Electrical
1.

Power Supply:
220, 380, 415, 440 VAC ±10%, 50 or 60 Hz. ±5% Three Phase
2.2 Kva (Nominal)
Included: 2 x TU10
2 x Paper Take Up
Powered Collector

2.

Connection to Supply: Fused, Lockable Disconnect

3.

Protection Against Electrical Shock: Grounded Metal Enclosure

Environmental
1.

2.

Temperature:
Operating
Storage

0°C to +45°C
-25°C to +55°C

Relative Humidity:
30% to 90% (Non Condensing)

3.

Sound Level:
63 dbA Quiescent
80 dbA Automatic Cycle
Included: 2 x Gamma Presses
Passive Collector
79 dbA Automatic Cycle
Included: 2 x TU10 Presses
2 x Pawomat Seal Applicators
Powered Collector
4.
Other:
This equipment is designed for normal operation in a dry location where it is not
likely to be subjected to drip, splash, or spray of water or other liquid.

.
Air Requirements: 6 Bar (80 PSI)
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1.2

MACHINE INSTALLATION

Before removing your machine, check the content of your shipment with the packing memo provided. Contact your
local Artos representative if items appear to be missing.

Your machine will be bolted to the packing skids using six bolts. Remove these bolts. Be sure support the machine
for lifting by placing the forks in the areas shown. It is important to avoid contact with the upper guard assembly and
the lift truck boom. When lifting the MTX/STX machine, be certain to use a truck capable of lifting the machine
weight.

FORK

Once lifted, remove the shipping plates. This will require a 15/16’” (24 mm) socket wrench. Insert the 6 padded feet.
Set the 4 feet on the machine frame to an equal length about half way in to the hole. Make the 2 feet on the electrical
cabinet shorter so they do not tough the floor when the machine is set in place. Lower the machine into place. Using a
machine level, adjust the 4 padded feet so the machine is level. Now turn the feet on the electrical cabinet down until
they are firmly on the floor.
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1.2.1.1

INSTALLING THE COMPUTER ON THE INFEED END

Unpack the computer, monitor, keyboard and mouse from their shipping boxes.

Control components are mounted as shown. Set down the keyboard and mouse and run cables thru the hole
provided before installing the computer.

The optional UPS sets on the shelf inside
the console. Insert from the left with
control facing out. It is helpful pass the
computer and monitor power cords over
the shelf and out the hole so they can be
plugged into the battery back-up outlets
Computer components are mounted as shown. The monitor and computer plugs into the UPS (un-interruptible
power supply) backup receptacles. The UPS connects to the appropriate cord, 110 VAC or 220 VAC (export).
The monitor, keyboard, and mouse connect to the computer as described in the computer manual (follow the color
code).
The serial cables are marked for their respective “COM PORTS” on the computer.
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1.2.2 INSTALLING THE COMPUTER ON OUTFEED END
Unpack the computer, monitor, keyboard and mouse from their shipping boxes.

Control components are mounted as shown. Set down the keyboard and mouse and monitor. The cables are
routed through the hole in the back of the support tube.
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Rear Guard

Feed the mouse and keyboard cable trough the tube first then the monitor cables. Bundle and tie the cables neatly
allowing enough of the bundle out of the tube to allow for rotation.

Remove the rear guard. This requires the special key that was ship with the loose parts of the machine. Inside
you will find the mating cable connections.

1.

Route the cables up over the rear guard track and down along the leg on the inside.

2.

Connect the cables to there respective mates.

3.

The AC power connection for the monitor will be found along the sealtite bundle near the cutter head
motor.
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Computer components are mounted as shown. The monitor and computer plugs into the UPS (un-interruptible
power supply) backup receptacles.
The UPS connects to the appropriate power cord, 110 VAC or 220 VAC (export). The monitor, keyboard, and
mouse connect to the computer as described in the computer manual (The cables will be labeled Mouse and
Keyboard, and monitor).
The serial cables are marked for their respective “COM PORTS” on the computer.

1.2.3 PROCESS STATION INSTALLATION
The process stations will need to be installed onto the working table of the MTX/STX. The mounting bases
should have been installed at the Artos factory, with mounting hardware provided. All electrical and pneumatic
requirements will also be provided through the worktable. The device and base will have matching numeric or
alphabetic markings.

1.2.4 COLLECTOR INSTALLATION
The passive collector comes installed on the MTX/STX worktable. If your machine has one of the optional
motorized collectors it would be necessary to mount the stationary collector to the table, the mobile unit is slid
into place making certain that the centering pin located at the front of the collector is firmly located into the
locating receptacle on the machine. Loosen the levers on each end and adjust the height so the collector just
clears the swing of the tail side stripping clamp assembly. Finally, connect the electrical and air plugs to the
machine.
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1.2.5 INSTALLING TERMINAL REEL BRACKETS

Terminal reel brackets

Paper take-up
on bracket

Terminal reel brackets are installed from the bottom side of the worktable. Prior to attaching the bracket to the
worktable, slide the rotating assembly onto the shaft. Each shaft should next be assembled into the table.
Finally, the terminal reel holders can be assembled onto the rotating assembly. Please note that the threads on
reel holding arms may be left hand thread. Note marking on the hub. This is so the weight of the reel will tighten
the bolt.
Terminal brackets 5-141149 and 5-141104 are shipped installed. Consult the drawings for detail.

1.2.6 ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
Caution: Prior to attempting electrical connection, ensure the main power source has been switched off. Also
check the voltage to ensure it is the same as specified on the MTX/STX nameplate.

The electrical drop should be located to the left and rear of the machine. Run your cable through the provided
fitting, and into the rear electrical cabinet. Remove the three main fuses and insert the cables into the top of the
main connecting block, tightening the screws to ensure a firm contact. Do not allow the drop to interfere with the
wire supply area to the straightener
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Connect power to terminals behind fuses. The fuse holders pull out to expose the terminals

Most motors on the machine are not phase sensitive. However, some presses are phase sensitive. If you have
added options that are phase sensitive, be certain to check the rotation of these motors prior to operation.

1.2.7 AIR CONNECTION
The airdrop should be located to the left rear of the machine. Connect the air supply to the regulator using at
least a 3/8” (10mm) hose. Do not allow the drop to interfere with the wire supply area to the straightener
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CONTROL PUSHBUTTONS WITH INFEED COMPUTER
The controls for the MTX are positioned for operator convenience.

1.3.1 PUSH BUTTONS
The guard will go back up if it meets any resistance in it’s
decent. Do not hold the button in the down position.
The control buttons function as follows:
•

E-Stop will stop all motion and shut down all
power to the motors and dump all the air.

•

Master Start Applies power to the motors and
auxiliary equipment and turns on the air.

•

Feed Roller will open and close the feed belts.

•

Feed Jog will slowly advance the wire. Use this
for wire loading.

•

Cycle Start will initiate the cycle mode as chosen
in the run screen.

Main Guard Open / Close

•

Cycle/Master Stop will stop the action of the
machine at the end of the current cycle. Holding it
down will lead to a complete shut down of power
and air.

Emergency Stop
Main Guard
Open Only
Outfeed Controls

Master Start
(Orange)

Belt Open/Close
(White w/belt)

Feed Jog
(White w/ arrow)

Cycle Start
(Green)

Cycle Stop/
Master stop
(Red)
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CONTROL PUSHBUTTONS WITH OUT FEED COMPUTER

1.4.1 PUSH BUTTONS
The guard will go back up if it meets any resistance in
it’s decent. Do not hold the button in the down
position.
The control buttons function as follows:
•

E-Stop will stop all motion and shut down all
power to the motors and dump all the air.

•

Infeed Controls

Master Start Applies power to the motors
and auxiliary equipment and turns on the air.

•

Feed Roller will open and close the feed
belts.

•

Feel Jog will slowly advance the wire. Use
this for wire loading.

Guard
Open/close
(On end)

Master Start
Cycle Start

•

Cycle Start will initiate the cycle as chosen
in the run screen.

•

Cycle/Master Stop will stop the action of the
machine at the end of the current cycle.

Cycle stop

Holding it down will lead to a complete shut
E-stop

down of power and air.

Feed Belt
Open/Close
Outfeed Controls
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2 OPERATING SOFTWARE

2.1

MAIN RUN SCREEN DEFINITIONS

Job: Name of Job (group of parts) to be run sequentially in a batch or Harness mode.

Part: Name of a specific wire assembly to be produced. Includes information on wire identity, wire length, strip
lengths, lead and trail end process, quantity produced, and pre or post process.

Wire: Name of active wire chosen from existing database of all wires entered.
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Lead / Tail Process: This is the name of the wire end treatment process associated with the Part program or
selected in MDI mode. They are selected from a library of pre-established processes.
Cycle Mode: Selects the machine operating sequence – Automatic mode (AUTO), Single Cycle mode (SINGLE), or
Step-by-Step Mode (STEP).

2.2

CYCLE MODE CONTROL

The Cycle Mode can be modified to aid in the set-up procedure.

2.2.1 CYCLE MODE
This selection allows you to select between Auto for production, Single for single piece production for inspection or
Step to step the processes thru its operation for set-up or troubleshooting.

2.2.2 SPEED
This selection allows you to control the global speed of the machine In Auto Mode Or Single/Step Modes.

2.2.3 SINGLE / STEP OPTIONS
This selection allows you to modify the programmed cycle while in the Single or Step modes as follows:
•

Cut Only = Cut, no strip

•

Cut / strip only = Cut and strip but no presentation to the end processes

•

No lead trips = Cut and strip with presentation to the lead end processes but no activation

•

No tail trips = Cut and strip with presentation to the tail end processes but no activation

•

Use short wire = wire length will only be 4” (100mm) to conserve wire when working with end processes

Speed: Percent of maximum cycle speed for operation. Auto is the speed used when in production cycle mode, while
Single/Step is the speed used under single cycle and step mode. Used for set-up and trouble-shooting

2.3

MANUAL DATA INPUT (MDI)

The MTX/STX can be programmed in manual data input (MDI) mode. To select this mode, Click on Part and select
MDI.

This mode is used to create parts without utilizing stored programs.
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2.3.1 SELECTING AN EXISTING WIRE
To select a wire from the existing wire database, Click on the tab next to the Wire box and select the wire name
required. Or,

2.3.2 CREATING A NEW WIRE
To create a new wire, Click on Wire, to open the wire database. Click on New and enter the wires properties as
described below.

2.3.3 DEFINING WIRE PROPERTIES
Each wire entered into the database contains unique properties, which should be programmed to optimize the
operation of the machine:
Name: The part number or name given to the wire.
Description: Available space for further definition of the wire.
Feed Rate: Rate at which the wire is feed through the machine from the end of acceleration to the beginning of
deceleration. Rates are in inches per second from 20 to 197.
Acceleration: Rate at which the wire reaches its maximum feed rate. Rates are in percentage of maximum from 3 to
120%. Rates of over 100% may cause wire jams. The Deceleration will mirror the acceleration profile.
Strip Diameter: The closing position of the blades while stripping.
Strip Delay: Time delay in milliseconds to allow the stripping blades to cut into elastic insulation materials.
Cutter Home Position: The furthest opening position of the cutter-head which allows the leading end terminal to pass
through the blades with out hitting the blades.
Cutter Ready Position: The the cutter-head closes to this position after the leading end of the wire has cleared the
stripping blades. This allows for shorter cycle times by reducing the cutter-head travel time at the end of the feed.
Cutter Wayback Position: This is the distance the stripping blades retract from the strip diameter prior to the wires
being stripped. This feature is used to avoid scrapping of the wire conductor by the stripping blades.
Feed roller Pressure: (Option) This setting determines the pneumatic pressure setting for the feed belts. Settings are
in percentages of line pressure from 1 to 100%. This is a manual adjustment on machines without this option.
Strip Jaw Pressure: (Option) This setting determines the pneumatic pressure setting for the stripping jaws. Settings
are in percentages of line pressure from 1 to 100%. This is a manual adjustment on machines without this option.
Wire Length Calibration: This value is utilized to calibrate the overall wire length. It is determined by running a
sample of 5 wires at 50 inches (1250mm), and measuring these wires to obtain the average length. This average
length should then be entered into this field to ensure proper length values for all wire lengths.
Strip Acceleration: This is the rate, in percentages from 1 to 100%, at which the stripping process reaches the “Strip
Velocity”
Strip Velocity: This is the maximum speed, in percentages from 1 to 100%, at which the stripping process will occur.
Depart Acceleration: This is the rate, in percentages from 1 to 100%, at which the departing wire reaches the
“Depart Velocity”
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Depart Velocity: This is the maximum speed, in percentages from 1 to 100%, at which the wire departs after
stripping is completed.
Color: Identifies the color or colors to be displayed on the main run screen. Top is the base color and the bottom is the
strip color. (Check Dual Color to display strip color)

.

2.3.4 CHANGING WIRE LENGTH, STRIP LENGTHS, AND STRIP PULL LENGTHS
The main run screen graphically indicates the values of the total wire length, strip lengths, and strip pull lengths. To
change any of these values, simply click on top of the value to be changed, and enter the new required value and press
<Enter>.

PULL-OFF
LENGTH

Click on desired value
and the field will open
for data entry.

STRIP
LENGTH

2.3.5 SHORT WIRE OPTION
By using a Short Wire Blade Pack the MTX/STX can process short wires of approximately
30mm. This requires a change of blades and knockout in the cutterhead.
The following considerations should be understood when using the Short Blade Pack:
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Note: Short wire specific end processes will be needed when in this mode. Normal processes will not work.

1. To use the Short Wire Blade Pack the “Accessory Value” in the Machine Configuration
must be changed to include the value of 1. See pg. 54 “MACHINE CONFIGURATION /
ACCESSORIES”
2. The tail strip is limited to 7.5mm and the minimum tail wire overhang is reduced to about
22mm. (A strip greater than 6.5 mm may cause a bend in the end of the wire)
3. The lead strip is limited to 21mm and the minimum lead wire overhang is dependant on the
guide tube used.
4. Wires down to 30mm in length will be process using the tail swing arm. Below that length
down to 2mm the tail swing arm is disabled and parts are dropped into the slug chute.
(With the normal blade pack the switch over is at 50mm.) No strip will occur on the tail
end.
5. Due to the short minimum overhang on the tail side most conventional crimping processes
cannot be performed without adding some addition overhang in the process setup. Be sure
the lead terminal is not in the tail jaw.

The cutoff blade sets closer to the tail
strip blade. This puts the end of the
wire closer to the tail jaws thus
requiring less over all length to get the
leading end terminal clear of the jaws.

Adjusting the Overhang will change
the relationship between wire ends
and the jaws.
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2.3.6 LOADING EXISTING LEAD OR TRAIL PROCESSES
Existing processes may be entered on either the leading or tailing ends of the wire by left clicking onto the respective
wire end.

Click here to
select existing
process

The Processes Menu will now appear. Drag down the list until the desired process is highlighted then left click on It.

NOTE: When using TU-10 terminators a program must be established for each application in
each unit menu. Then these applications must be noted and manually selected when loading a Part
Program.
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CREATING NEW LEAD OR TAIL PROCESSES

To create new lead or trail processes, enter the Process Properties Screen by clicking on the respective text box, Tail
Process or Lead Process in the Run Screen. Click on the New button and enter the required name of the new process
(i.e. terminal part number). Click the green √ button.
HINT: It is helpful to select a similar existing process, I.E. end feed or side feed, before make a new process, as the
new process will be a copy of the process that is displayed at that time. This will minimize the data that will need to be
changed.

Now click on the “ADD A STEP” box located on the left. This will list the equipment currently installed onto your
machine. Select the proper device for your new process (i.e. for crimp only, select the TU-10, for seal first, select the
Pawomat). Repeat this procedure to add subsequent steps.
These steps can be rearranged by highlighting the step and clicking “MOVE UP” or “MOVE DOWN”.

Enter the specific information requested to complete the step. Information regarding specific part numbers and icons
are not necessary to operate, but will add descriptive graphics and visual reminders on the Run Screen.
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2.4.1 DETERMINING A NEW PROCESS POSITION
The MTX/STX automatically positions the wire end to each specific application. All processes contain information
regarding the rotation of the wire to the process, also known as the Pivot Position, and the location of the wire end
into the process, also known as the Extension. There are three extension positions that will be explain later.

These positions are considered relative movements from the machine’s cut-off blade. Therefore, the Pivot Position is
considered to be the number of radial degrees from the cut-off blade position. Likewise, the Extension is the position
of the end of the wire relative to the maximum pulled back position of the strip axis. The higher the value the further
into the process the end of the wire will extend. Extension should not be confused with the Slug Pull-Off value, which
represents the distance the stripping slug is pulled.

To determine the proper Pivot Position and Extension setting, click the Advanced button on the Process Properties
Screen.
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The Advanced Set-Up Screen is utilized to determine the exact position of the wire within each step of a process.
The Process Steps: dropdown menu will allow you to select the step to be to be defined.

Part Numbers and Icon are automatically entered from the Process Properties screen. The Wire ID is the active
wire programmed from the Main Run Screen.

The following listing describes the additional set-up variables accessed from this screen:

Pivot Position: The rotational (left/right) position of the wire end at the process station.

Process Extension: The axial (in/out) position of the wire end at the process station when the process is executed I.E.
terminal crimping.

Arrive Extension: The axial (in/out) position of the wire end as it arrives at the process station.

Depart Extension: The axial (in/out) position of the wire end as it departs the process station.

Height: (Option) The up/down position of the process station. Only available for use on termination units.

Depart Acceleration: The rate at which the wire departs the process position. (Rotational move)

Depart Velocity: The maximum speed of the wire as it departs the process position. (Rotational move)

Pre-Trip Time: The time, in milliseconds, prior to the wire arriving to the process position, that the MTX/STX
signals the process to activate. (This should be 0 when using TU-10’s)

Post-Trip Time: The time, in milliseconds, that the wire will remain in the process position. This time includes any
Pre-Trip Time. (This should be about 125 when using TU-10’s)

2.4.1.1

MANUALLY SETTING THE PROCESS POSITIONS

CAUTION! – Failure to follow this procedure may result in damage to your machine and/or injury. Never
MASTER START the machine prior to performing a manual learning procedure. When establishing a new
process.
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The MTX/STX provides the ability to manual learn a processing station. This can be preformed by following the
these steps
1.

From the Main Run screen select “Step” Cycle Mode

2.

Click on the respective end process (Lead or Trail). Click on Advanced

3.

With the guard open, by hand move, the respective pivot arm to the location in front of the process station.
Roughly position the end of the wire at the process insuring there is no contact between machine parts. On
the lead end use a freshly stripped wire. Squeeze the jaws against the wire to hold it in position while
positioning it. On the tail side place a piece of wire in the jaws and clamp it down by hand. It should protrude
from the jaws about 1.12”or 28mm.

4.

Clicking on the learn button (“@”) for Pivot Position, and Strip Extension.

This procedure will ensure that the machine clears all tooling, by setting a rough process position. Repeat the manual
learning procedure for all steps of this new process. It may be necessary to use a “Dummy” process step to move the
wire end around an unused device. See below at the end of this section.

2.4.1.2

DETERMINING LEFT/RIGHT WIRE POSITION

Once the manual learning procedure is completed, the finished process position may be set. Lower the guard and
press the Master Start button. With the respective process selected and their ”No Trips” checked, step the wire into
place. To fine tune the position click on the “+” or “-” signs to rotate the pivot arm to the best position
To adjust the pivot arm away from the cutterhead, us the “+”.
To adjust the pivot arm toward the cutterhead, us the “-“.
Changing the Step Increment value can change the amount of each move. This value represents radial degrees.
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CAUTION: Clicking on the Pivot field while the machine is in Master Start may cause
the arm to pivot to that location. If the move is 10 degrees or more a warning will be
displayed. If you click OK the move will execute with no regard for proper gripper extension
position. This could cause damage to the grippers or other devices.
2.4.1.3

DETERMINING IN/OUT WIRE POSITION

Once the manual learning procedure is completed for each of the three “Extension position”, the finished process
position may be set. Lower the guard and press the Master Start button. With the respective process selected and
their ”No Trips” checked, step the wire into place. To fine-tune the position click on the “+” or “-” signs to move
the wire end toward the process or away from the process.
To move the wire toward the process us the “+”.
To move the wire away from the process us the “-“
Changing the Step Increment value can change the amount of each move. This value represents radial degrees.

2.4.1.4

DETERMINING THE PROCESS HEIGHT (OPTION)

As a standard feature, the MTX/STX offers an adjustable base for crimping stations. This base can be adjusted by
rotating the adjustment handle clockwise for raising the height, and counter-clockwise for lowering the height.

As an option, this process can be programmable. To adjust the height automatically, position the wire in the Pivot
Position and Process Extension Position, and then increase the height by using the

“+” or decrease the height by

using the “-“ The machine must be in MASTER START to do this.

Caution: Let each height change move complete before clicking on the button again. Clicking a button before the
last move has completed will cause the base to loose position. This will require a complete restart to correct
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DETERMINING ARRIVE AND DEPART EXTENSION

In normal operation the Arrive and Depart Extension values should be the same as the Process Extension. This will
avoid additional steps in the cycle, increasing production rates. This is the case when the wire can be swung over the
process at the Process Extension position and be swung back out on the same arc.

Arrive Extension should be less then the Process Extension if you want the wire to be inserted into the process, as in
closed barrel terminations. To determine the amount of this value first use the procedure described above. See
sec.2.4.1.1 above. Again use the “+ and -” buttons to fine-tune the position.

Depart Extension should be less then the Process Extension. if you want the wire end to be pulled out of the process
device prior to rotating to the next process. This is useful in applications such as tinning or clearing long terminals
from the applicator.
To determine the amount of this value first use the procedure described above. See sec.2.4.1.1 above. Again use the
“+ and -” buttons to fine-tune the position.
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SETTING THE PROCESS DEPARTURE VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION

The Departure Velocity and Acceleration are adjustable for each step of the process. This is useful for avoiding the
‘whipping effect’ often caused by rotating the wire too quickly, resulting in poor wire control.

Highlighting the required data and typing in the new values can modify these values.
Departure Velocity can be set from 10 to 600, and Departure Acceleration can be set from 1 to 30.

2.4.1.7

DETERMINING PRE-TRIP AND POST TRIP TIME

Pre-trip and Post-Trip time intervals are only utilized by Timed Crimpers and General Timed Process devices. If
your machine is equipped with TU-10 terminating units, you will not need to set these times.

To determine these values, begin with the Pre-Trip value at zero (200) and the Post-Trip value at 999. Incrementally
reduce the Pre-Trip value to the lowest setting that allows the swing arm to reach the process as the process closes.
The wire remains in the process until the Post Trip process time runs out. Incrementally decrease this value until the
time in the process no longer than necessary See 2.4.1 Pre-Trip and Post-Trip

2.4.1.8

SELECTING STRIP INSPECTION, CFM, AND SPLIT CYCLE OPERATION

If the device you have chosen for the active step has either strip inspection or crimp force monitor inspection, clicking
the box next to the feature name will activate it and the machine will respond to the inspection. You are still required
to learn the inspection features as required.

Split Cycle Termination may also be activated for closed barrel crimping by clicking the box next to this heading.

2.4.1.9

HOME POSITIONS OF PIVOT, PROCESS EXTENSION, AND HEIGHT

Each device includes a home position, which was created when the device was installed onto the MTX/STX machine.

CAUTION! The pivot arm can be sent to the home position by clicking on the house icon located next to the
position. Never click the house icon while in Master Start.

NOTE: By recalling the home position, the currently stored position will be deleted and replaced with the home
position values making the process invalid.
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2.4.2 SETTING ADDITIONAL PROCESS PROPERTIES
Additional process properties can be included as part of the process database. These properties include the Wire
Over-hang length, the Return Extension position, and the Strip Length.

2.4.2.1

SETTING THE WIRE OVERHANG VALUE

Each End Process includes information regarding the amount of wire extending from the pivot arm jaw. This amount,
known as Overhang, should be minimized to offer the best control of the end of the wire, but allow for proper
clearance into all devices.

To determine the value for the Overhang, first refer to any stated specifications provided by the manufacturer of each
process device. Please keep in mind the Overhang value must be set to accommodate the longest requirement of the
process.

If no specifications are provided, measure the distance from the front of the device to the point where the end of the
wire is located. From this value, subtract 0.70 inches (17,8mm), which represents the minimum overhang value.
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Repeat this procedure for all devices identified by the sequence of steps of the active process. Enter the largest
calculated value into the Overhang data-field. If the calculated value is less then zero, enter zero.

2.4.2.2

SETTING THE RETURN EXTENSION

The Return Extension is utilized if additional clearance is needed to clear the wire end through to the cutterhead area.
This may be utilized for applications with unusually long terminals, running with shorter Overhang values. If this is
not the case, we recommend the Return Extension value be set to equal the Arrive Extension or the default value.
To adjust this value, highlight the data-field next to the Return Extension, and increase this setting to the desired
value. By decreasing this value, you will be increasing the amount the pivot arm retracts while returning to the
cutterhead area.

2.4.2.3

SETTING PROCESS STRIP PARAMETERS

Strip lengths and slug pull lengths can be created as part of a end process database. To set these values, highlight the
required value on the graphical display, and enter the new value.
Click the Override Part Properties box if you wish these values to override inconsistent values displayed on the
Main Run Screen. (Override is the preferred mode)
2.4.2.4

NON-TERMINATING PROCESSES

There are several non-terminating processes that can be used alone or in conjunction with
termination. These are:
• Tinning (Tip Soldiering) See appendix
• Twisting - See Appendix
• Sonic Welding (Solidifying the stripped end) - See Appendix
• Window or Long strip - See Appendix
• Seal application / Seal Crimp application - See Appendix

2.4.2.5

MULTIPLE SINGLE END PROCESSES

There are some wire end treatments that require the use of more than one process device such as
weather seals or doubles. To set this up select the required devices by clicking on the “Add a
Step”. This will open a menu from which you can select the required devices.
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The device can be arrange in the sequence by select the desired device and click on “Move Up or
Move Down” You can also delete a step in the same manner

Note: When working with a multi step process, while in the advance screen be certain you select
the step you intend to modify.
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RECALLING EXISTING PART PROGRAMS

To recall existing part programs, either type in the Part Program name, or click onto the data-field box and highlight
the required program.

2.6

CREATING A NEW PART PROGRAM

To create a new part program, left click on the Part : label, and click on the New box. Enter the new part program
name in the box. Once you have entered the required information, click the check box to return to the Part Properties
Screen. This screen identifies the name of the part, any description entered, and contains the setting for the release
delay.
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2.6.1 SETTING THE RELEASE DELAY
The release delay is the amount of time, in Milliseconds, which the trailing pivot jaw will hold the wire in the drop
position before it is released. This delay is utilized to allow for the wire to clear the motorized conveyor, and collect
neatly into the collection trough. Click Part: to access this setting.

This value will also effect the process time of your program, so it is best to minimize this value while maximize the
collection. This value is affected by the wire type, wire length, and process properties you have chosen. It may be
necessary to change the release delay if any of these other variables are changed.

The release delay value is determined through trial and error, by choosing the value, which best suites your
requirements (speed vs. collection).

2.6.2 SETTING CONVEYOR SPEED (OPTION)
The motorized collector conveyor features a variable speed motor, which can be programmed to meet your collection
requirements. The value of 50 is equal to the top wire feed rate. A value of one will stop the belt. It should be noted
that for future design considerations the conveyor was designed to run up to 10 meters/sec. Running the conveyor
above 50 might cause wire abrasion. The conveyor speed should always be slightly higher than the wire feed setting.
Click Part: to access this setting

2.6.3 PRE AND POST PROCESSES
Click Part: to access this setting
Pre-Processes can be selected in this screen.
Just click on the menu arrow to display and choose from existing processes.

Menu arrow
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CREATING OR EDITING A PRE-PROCESS

Click on the Pre-Process indicator box on the end of the wire
to open the window to create a new process.

Pre-Process indicator box

The pre process screen allows
you to select your printing
device, Inkjet, or Hot Stamp
and their associating options.
The available selections will
be accessible depending on
the device selected. The top
windows above the wire are
for print position relative to
the end of the wire and space
between marks in continues.
The lower windows are for
the marking information
Click New, and enter the name that will identify the mark. Select the marking device (inkjet or hot stamp) Label Type,
Style and enter marking information and dimension. Click “APPLY” then the (√ ) until you return to the MAIN
RUN SCREEN then SAVE.

2.6.4 COMPLETING THE NEW PART PROGRAM
To complete the new part program, select the wire, leading, and trailing end processes as previously described. Enter
the values for the wire length, and strip length as required by highlighting the existing values and typing in the new
required values. See:2.3.4 and 2.4

2.6.4.1

CREATING AN OPERATOR MESSAGE

The Operator Message can be entered in the space
provided (Instruction) at the bottom of the “Run
Screen”
NOTE: This is the best place to note the required
TU-10 programs for a Part Program.
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ENTERING TOTAL AND BATCH QUANTITIES

Highlighting the existing “Programmed” values, and typing the
new required values can enter Total Parts and Batch Parts
quantities. Batch quantities are sub-groups of the total quantity, and
are used for separating the complete quantity into more manageable
sizes

.
2.6.4.3

SAVING A NEW OR EXISTING PROGRAM

Part programs may be saved anytime by clicking the “Save” button on the Main Run screen.
HINT: If the SAVE button is visible you have changed something. If you like what you are running click save.
If it is not saved, the changes you made will revert back when the count is complete.

2.7

EDITING EXISTING PART PROGRAMS

Recalling the required program, and making the necessary changes to the program can change existing part programs.
Click SAVE on the tool bar.
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CREATING A DOUBLE PROGRAM (OPTIONS REQUIRED)

A double wire assembly or three-point harness can be produced by the MTX only. It requires the optional doubling
module. To set up a double, check the Double Box on the tool bar.
The assembly must consist of the wire and terminals that can be loaded on the machine at one time.

Below is a sample of a double screen.
Doubling Rules:
•

Both Tail Processes must be the
same doubler process.

•

Both wires must use the same type
mark.

•

Run shorter lead first when the
difference is extreme. (> 2:1)

•

Master Stop and restart the
machine before starting production.
This will clear any irregularities
that may have been cause by Step
Or Single Cycles.

MTX Doubler
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2.8.1 CREATING A DOUBLE PROGRAM
HINT!! Before making a new program it is always helpful to select an existing part that has as
many characteristics common to the new program as possible (IE: wire and/or terminal type)
To create a double program click on then the NEW button.

Enter the name of the double program Click the

The parts properties screen will appear as below. The pre-

processes can be set at this time. The upper and lower entries will apply to the upper and lower wires respectively.
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2.8.2 CONFIGURING VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL DOUBLE
The doubling device can be configured to present the wires in a horizontal or vertical plane.
2.8.2.1

SEQUENCE

The first wire of the double
is placed in the lower jaw
and moved down. Figure 1
The second wire is placed
in the upper jaw. Figure 2
The two wires are then
brought together. Figure 3
Vertical double
Figure 1

Figure 4

Vertical
Position

The tail side strip jaw
gathers the two wires
together and presents them
to the tail side press.
Figure 4
2.8.2.2

CONFIGURATION

To change from a vertical
double to as horizontal
double simply remove the
indicated screw Figure 5

Figure 5

Horizontal
Position

Figure 2

Rotate the doubler to the
horizontal position. Figure
7 Horizontal double
Insert the screw in to the
indicated position in
Figure 6

Figure 6

Figure 3 Vertical double
Figure 7 Horizontal double
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2.8.3 DOUBLE TERMINATION
The lead ends of a double assembly are handled the same way a single assembly is handled.
The tail end requires a “Doubler Process”. This process is a two-step process. The first is the “Doubler”. This is the
station that receives the first wire of the double and holds it waiting for the second wire. When the second wire arrives
the doubler again receives it. The doubler then places the two side by side. The strip clamp then takes the double wires
to the press for termination.
This process must be selected for both tail ends. The machine will only terminate after the second wire of the double
is completed

The Double end process requires the Doubler as the first step and the termination device second.

2.9

CREATING AND EDITING JOB PROGRAMS

The MTX/STX can be programmed to run a Job Program. This is a series of existing part programs run either in a
batch or harness.

The Batch Mode will produce all the parts programmed in the total quantity of a part program in the batch sizes
desired and will then change to the next programmed part. This allows you to predetermine the work to be done on
the machine for a given period of time.

The Harness Mode will produce completed sets of parts by producing a list of Part Programs each with is own
quantity. This list is run consecutively creating a group of parts (a harness). This process is repeated or “looped” as
may times as needed for the total number of harnesses.
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.

2.9.1 CREATING A NEW JOB PROGRAM
To create a new Job Program click on JOB: the following screen will appear.

WARNING!!!
When establishing a job
with marking on any
component all
components must have
marking. If no mark is
desired on a component
of the job enter a mark
of “spaces”. Failure to
do this will result in
misplaced marks.

2.9.1.1

BATCH MODE

Click on NEW, enter the Job Program name, and click

. To add parts, Click on the desired parts in the right

column and “drag” it to the box at the left. (It will appear as a wire silhouette as it moves) The parts will be produced
in the order they where dragged into the job.

Defaults: Default values will be applied to each program entered in the JOB. The Count Multiplier will multiply
the Batch Mode Total if more than the usual totals are required. Batch size is not affected.

Individual entries quantity cannot be modified once they have been dropped in to the job. To change quantity delete
the entry by dragging it out of the box to the left. Change the default values and re-drag the entry.

The list of parts will run one item at a time in the batch sizes prescribed until the total is reached. Then the next Part
Program will be loaded. After the operator has made any changes that may be required a push of the Cycle Start
button is required to start production again.
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HARNESS MODE

The Harness Mode differs from the Batch Mode in two ways. First it does not divide the quantity into batches. The
parts total will be run one part per line. Then the next line will be run until the last line is run. This is repeated until the
Harness Loop Count is complete. The Count Multiplier can multiply the loop count

In the above sample each harness will have 4 wires and there will be 10 harnesses. Each Time You Select A Job To
Run, The Multiplier Can be Changed.

NOTE: Job Programs saves when you exit. Click

Double click on any line to edit default values.

.
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2.10 FILE MANAGEMENT
The MTX/STX gives you a simple file management system to help you manage your information.

The data such as wire, parts, process, etc. are storied
in folders. Select the desired folder from the folder
menu. These folders can be organized by product,
customer. Or any way you desire.

All data require for producing a product must be in the
selected folder. Information is not shared between
folders.

2.10.1 DATA ORGANIZER
To use the Data Organizer Select MAINTENANCE / DATA ORGANIZER.v The DATA ORGANIZER window
will open. This is a Windows Explore type of window where you can organize your data in folders. Each folder
contains the same sub-folders. To exchange files between folders click on the sub-folder to display the content.
Highlight the desired file or files. COPY and PASTE them into the like sub folder in the desired destination folder

2.10.2 DATA BACK UP
Your active folder can be backed up to a destination of your choice. Select FILES/BACKUP. The default destination
is to a floppy disc. Insert a clean formatted disk in the A drive or type in another path. Select FILES / RESTORE to
recover the backed up file.

Folders can be exported or imported in XML format. Select FILES/EXPORT, IMPORT, OR EXPORT FOLDER.
This will allow the exchange of active files or folders.
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2.11 PASSWORD AUTHORIZATION
The MTX/STX uses a system of password controlled user access levels to control access to
different software functions.
The levels are:
Administrator
Power user
Supervisor
Operator
Each of these levels can have user-defined accesses assigned.
Password login can be voluntary or required. Contact Artos Technical Service to change this
setting. The machine will arrive in the voluntary mode. The machines default access level is
“Administrator”
To set up passwords and assign your custom function access per level you must be at
“Administrator level”. Click Maintenance/User Administration.

The following screen will appear.

Select “New User” to set up user names and
passwords. Select the appropriate level then
fill in the windows.
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To assign access levels to a to a function highlight the function and click “Edit”. Then select the
desired level of access.

To change users under password control go to “File/Login as different user”

3 LANGUAGE EDITOR
The text displayed in the software can be edited to satisfy local language requirements. You can
change individual label information or switch to another language. This is done with “Windows
Explorer” and “Notepad”. First open the “mtxcfg.xml” file.
Identify the language file in use. In this
example it is “language.txt”

To select a different language identify one of the language files listed in the “Config” folder. Then,
right click on the open “mtxcfg.xml” file. From the quick menu select “View Source”. This will
open the.xml file in “Notepad”. Now strike over the current language filename between the
quotation marks and type in the new file name. Be sure to maintain all the punctuation of the line.
To change a word or label, open the listed language file. Find the word or label to be edited. If no
labels appear type the label as it appears followed by a semi colon(;) then the new label.
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This is a sample of a language change file.
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4 MAINTENANCE
4.1

LOCKOUT PROCEDURE FOR MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE

Lock Out / Tag Out features can be found on the electrical disconnect and the main air supply
valve. When the power and air are turned off the devices will have a hole that will facilitate your
lock out tag out procedure.
The electrical cabinets are locked with a key lock and the lower machine guards are secured with a
tamper proof screw requiring a special key, which was supplied. Qualified personnel following
strict safety procedures should only access these areas.

4.1.1SUGGESTED SHUTDOWN AND LOCK OUT AND TAG OUT PROCEDURE.
Shutdown:
1. Cycle stop the machine.
2. Master stop the machine.
3. Raise main safety guard If access to upper mechanisms is required
4. Close the MTX windows application.
5. Close TU-10 and any other additional windows applications.
6. Shutdown windows.
7. Turn UPS system off (if supplied).
8. Turn main electrical disconnect off.
9. Turn main air supply off.
Lockout:
Apply customer/user-supplied lock and tag devices to the main disconnect and air shut off.

Reverse the above process to restart after maintenance is completed.
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MECHANICAL ADJUSTMENTS

4.2.1 WIRE STRAIGHTENER
The Wire Straightener is calibrated for repeatable settings.
The plate and knob are graduated. One revolution of the knob is one graduation on the main plate.

The stationary line of rollers can be tilted from entry to exit to allow for a gradual decrease in straightener
roller effect on the wire as it leaves the straightener. This results in a straighter wire. Graduated indicators
are provided for reference.

The setting can be maintained by using the “Open / Close Cam” to load wire.

A Multi-Size Wire Guide is provided to guide the wire into the rollers.

Open /Close
Cam
Graduation
indicators
Multi-size
Wire Guide

Stationary Rollers
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4.2.2 TONKING

Lead End Tonker

Open Barrel Terminals Only
Tonking is the process of controlling the end of the
wire as it is laid in the terminal. A properly tonked
wire lies in the bottom of the terminal just before the
crimp. The wire should stop its downward motion as
the wire contacts the bottom of the terminal and not

Limit Adjust.

continue down. This will produce the straightest
termination possible.

The Tonker: This device controls the downward
motion of the wire. The initial contact with the swing
arm head should occur slightly before the upper crimp
tooling would contact the wire. Leave enough room
for the terminal to wrap around the top of the wire
end. This is adjusted by means of the two jam nuts on
the tonking device.

The wire will move down with the tooling until it is in
the bottom of the terminal. At that time the swing arm
head will stop at the lower Limit Adjustment. (See
next page)

As the terminator continues down the spring in the
tonking device will absorb the remaining tonking
motion.

Note: The spring in the tonking device should never
be fully compressed. Doing so will put undue strain on
the swing arm and terminator components.
Also, the tonker should contact the Tonking Block
on the swing arm as far out from the terminator as
possible.

Tail End Tonker
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TONKING LIMIT ADJUSTMENT

Tail tonking
Adjustment

Lead Tonking
limit adjustment

4.3

PNEUMATIC TONKER
OPTION

The pneumatic tonking device needs no adjustment
and will enable and disable as required by the press
program. You need only to set the lower limit
adjustment

Note: In the event of an errant contact between the
tonker and the swing arm the Tail side tonking block
will release from the swing arm head to avoid damage.
(Hint, look in the collecting tray for the block) This
piece will snap back into place.

Breakaway Tonking Block
The guide tube assembly will disengage if this occurs
on the lead side.

Determine the cause of the collision and correct.
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BLADE CHANGE

CAUTION! BLADES ARE SHARP!!
HANDLE WITH GREAT CARE. Do
not attempt to catch a falling
blade assembly.
To remove the blade assembly open the
cutterhead full. Rotating the pulley/ knob at the
top of the cutterhead does this.

Pull the Cam Lock Lever out toward you.
Disengage the upper tool holder assembly from
the clamp and remove.

For the lower tool holder, Pull the Cam Lock
Lever out toward you. Disengage the lower tool
holder assembly from the clamp. Rotate the

UPPER TOOL
HOLDER WITH
BAD WIRE CHOP
OFF OPTION

assembly toward you and remove to the right.

Reverse the procedure to re install.

See the Guide and Blades section of the parts
manual for blade information.
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Guide Tube Change
The proper size guide tube should always be used. Too large of a tube will cause length accuracy and
control problems. Too small will cause jamming.

The guide tubes consist of two parts, the guide tube it self and the infeed guide. To change these Items open
the main and feed drive guards. To remove the infeed guide simply pull out on the release knob and lift out.
Reverse the process to install.

To remove the tube, loosen the thumbscrew at the left end of the tube assembly until the tube is released
from the holder. Pull the release knob on the right end of the tube and lift out. Reverse the process to
install.

Infeed
Guide

Thumbscrew

Release Knob

Guide
Release Knob

4.5

FEED BELT REPLACEMENT

To replace the feed belts remove the infeed guide. Then loosen the four set collars on the feed belt pulleys.
Lift the belt and pulleys up together. Install a new belt around the pulleys. Insure the shafts and pulleys are
free of grease and oil. Slide the pulleys down on the shafts together evenly. Press down to the snap ring
stops. Tighten the set collars.

Set Collars
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MAINTENANCE SOFTWARE

The maintenance software may be accessed from the Main Run screen toolbar by clicking “Maintenance.”

4.7

DEVICE CONFIGURATION

The Device Configuration screen is used to establish the identities of the end of wire processes, which have
been installed onto the MTX/STX worktable. This screen establishes the name and type of device, and the
reference position (pivot, Extension, and height) and other process variables used to define the process
type.

The Device ID is the name of the process to be installed onto the worktable. The name used should be the
same name for all devices of this type. This will allow programs created for this device to be shared across
all devices of this type. This name will be used by part programs to identify a required device.

The Pivot Home and Extension Home fields are used to determine the reference position of the device.
These reference positions indicate the actual position of the device on the MTX/STX worktable. Height
position can also be set for devices with the optional programmable base installed.
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4.7.1 ESTABLISHING PROCESS STATION HOME (REFERENCE) POSITION
The home position can be entered by manually positioning the pivot arm to the required pivot and
extension position, and clicking the target next to the required setting. A reference gauge should be
utilized to ensure that each process is calibrated with the same home position. (For terminators with Amp
Style footprint base adaptation use fixture # 5-139909)

Height settings should be established by electronically adjusting the height settings with the jog feature.

4.7.2 ESTABLISHING THE DEVICE TYPE
The MTX/STX has several pre-programmed device types. The device type identity identifies the required
communication process between the device and the MTX/STX. To select the device type, click on the
required device type.

Use the following listing to determine which device type you require:
Orienter: Used for the Artos wire rotator
Doubler: Used for the Artos doubling device
Laser Stripper: Used for Laser stripper
TU-10: Only use for Artos TU-10 Termination Units.
Timed Crimper: Use for other termination units, which simply require a trip signal and a process time.
Ready FB Crimper: Same as timed crimper with the addition of a ready signal being provided by the
device.
Busy FB Crimper: Same as timed crimper with the addition of a busy signal being provided by the device.
Pawomat: Only use for Pawomat Seal Application devices.
Timed General Process: Use for other general process devices, which simply require a trip signal and a
process time.
Ready FB General Process: Same as Timed General Process with the addition of a ready signal being
provided by the device.
Busy FB General Process: Same as Timed General Process with the addition of a busy signal being
provided by the device.
Inspection: Device for strip or seal inspection.
Solder1: Soldering Device.
Solder2: Soldering Device.
Twist: Artos twisting device.

4.7.3 SETTING DEVICE TRIP
The device trip is the duration of the initialization signal for the device in milliseconds Range. 0 to 999
Nominal 75ms
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4.7.4 SETTING STATION “T”
This station allows for passing the end of the wire through an inspection device or moving it around an
obstacle.

4.7.5 SELECTING STRIP INSPECTION, CFM, AND AIR FEED DIE
If your device includes strip inspection, CFM, and/or air feed dies, click on the box next to the respective
option.

4.7.6 SELECTING ANOTHER STATION
To change the station selected, choose the required tab on the top of the Process Configuration Screen. To
change wire ends select “LEAD or TAIL” at the lower left of the screen.

4.8

SETTING MACHINE CONFIGURATION PROPERTIES

Machine configuration properties are used for the initial set-up of the MTX/STX. These settings should
normally not be adjusted other than during the initial installation of your machine.
Note: All values are in “FEED BACK UNITS (FBU)” unless stated differently

Air Feed Duration: This value determines the time, in milliseconds, that the air feed function will change
states (On to Off or Off to On)
PP at Cut Bandwidth - 10 (FBU) - this will speed up the machine when the Pre Process would occur
within +/- 10 FBU of the Cut position. In such a case the Pre Process will be performed at the cut instead
of making a separate feed stop for the Pre Process. This will only be useful with a device such as the hot
stamp marker installed down feed of the cutter.
Capture Delay: This is the time in milliseconds that the press capture will wait after the end of the Air
Feed Duration (See above)
Clamp Jaw Time: This is the time allotted for the clamp jaw cylinder to close. Recommended setting is
60. This is relative to the flow control setting on the outfeed clamp jaws Slower jaw closing = higher value.
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Max Cutter Accel: The acceleration of the cutterhead servo is determined by this value. Recommended
setting is 75.
Max Cutter Vel: The top velocity of the cutterhead servo is determined by this value. The recommended
setting is 600.
Max Strip Accel: The acceleration of the stripping servo is determined by this value. Recommended
setting is 30.
Max Strip Vel: The top velocity of the stripping servo is determined by this value. The recommended
setting is 600
Max Pivot Accel: The acceleration of the pivot servo is determined by this value. Recommended setting
is 30.
Max Pivot Vel: The top velocity of the pivot servo is determined by this value. The recommended setting
is 600.
Consecutive Faults Allowed: This value determines how many consecutive inspection errors will be
allowed prior to an MTX/STX cycle stop.
Steppers Installed: This value identifies the press bases used See below for correct value
Valid for version Beta 0.06 and up, Bit 0 assigned to lead stepper. Bit 1 assigned to tail stepper
(If you change this value you will have to shut down power on the control and restart to get it to
function properly.)
0 = no steppers installed to be used with Beta #1,2 and 3 machines.
1 = lead height adjust stepper installed
2 = tail height adjust stepper installed
3 = both lead and tail steppers installed
Good Part Extension Position: This value determines the Extension position of the wire at the good part
drop station.
Reject Part Extension Position: This value determines the Extension+ position of the wire at the reject
part drop station.

Lead Chop Pivot Position The pivot position of the lead arm when a bad part is chopped. Recommended
position 400
Tail Chop Pivot Position The pivot position of the tail arm when a bad part is chopped Recommended position 500

Good Part Pivot Position: This value determines the release position of a good part. Recommended
setting is 2400.
Reject Part Pivot Position: This value determines the release position of a rejected part. Use zero value if
you would like rejected parts to be placed onto the motorized conveyor.
Wire Collector Type This value identifies the press bases used. See below for correct value (NOTE:
motorized conveyor is detected by hardware input.)
Valid for version Beta 0.07 and up, Bit 0 assigned to the chop off blade. Bit 1 assigned to feed
back tray.
0 = no devices installed to be used with Beta #1,2 and 3 machines
1 = Bad part chop off blade installed
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2 = Tray with feedback installed
3 = Both feed back tray and chop off blade installed
4 = Bad part sort feedback
Part Sort Min. Length this value is the minimum length of a wire at which the good/ bad part sorting
mechanism on the collector will function. Recommended position 3800
Pre Process Distance this value is the distance between the printing device and the cut off blades. Setting
is application dependent.

Blade Pack: Identifies the blade pack installed on the machine.

Inhibit Early Feed: This eliminates the wire feed on the return of the infeed clamp to the cutterhead. Feed
will occur only after the outfeed clamp returns to the cutterhead. This eliminates leaving the wire rubbing
on the collector belt during a long tail process. This will reduce production.
Ignition Wire: This will set up special software functions used in making ignition wires.
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USING I/O AND SERVO MAINTENANCE SCREENS

The MTX/STX software includes powerful on-line input/output and servo maintenance help screens for use
in problem diagnostics.

4.9.1 USING MACHINE STATES SCREEN
The Machine States screen tracks the progress of the
program as it cycles. In the event of a fault the
machine will stop and a message is displayed telling
the cause. If a message is not displayed the
information in this screen can help an Artos
technician determine the problem. When these happens the machine will stop and sonalert will “beep”.
The machine is waiting for an input or data to move
on to the next step (state). Note the states that are not
“0”.
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4.9.2 USING DISCRETE I/O SCREEN

The I/O Screen can tell you what outputs have
been commanded by the control and what inputs
have been received by the control. Outputs can
be force on or off to test the device. Inputs can
be forced to simulate switch or sensor inputs.
Guard and E-Stop Inputs cannot be forced for
safety reasons.

To monitor or force an I/O, find the I/O point in the left panel of the screen. Expand it as in Windows
Explorer. Double click on the point. It will open in the right panel. Highlight point in the right panel.
Now you can view the state of the point, True or False, If you like, turn on the ‘Annunciator” and the
sonalert will sound whenever a point goes “True”. Enable the “DIO” forcing and inputs and outputs can be
forced on or off.

The I/O point values can be useful along with the States Screen information in troubleshooting a problem.
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4.9.3 USING SERVO MAINTENANCE SCREEN

This screen allows the independent operation of the
of the servo motors and provides command and
encoder feed back data.
4.9.3.1

SERVO MOTOR POSITION

The servomotors are controlled by command and feed back data. This data is
displayed in the screen above.
The Target is the commanded position for the servomotor. Then Actual is the actual position of
the motor. The actual will follow target value until the position desired is reached. Max Following
is the amount of lag in actual to target values. Max Overshoot is the amount actual surpasses target
at the end of the move.

Second Target and Second Actual are the wire measuring encoder data

Index Data shows the one revolution marker in the encoder (See 4.13.5)
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4.10 ON-LINE PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE SCREENS
Currently under development.
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4.11 SUGGESTED PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
(Based on one 8 hour shift operation)

TASK
Safety guards and
switches Test function
Check blade condition
Check and drain
Pneumatic filters
Check Feed belts
Condition
Check collector belt
condition

DAILY MONTHLY 6 MONTHS YEARLY
Test

Inspect
Drain
Inspect for
deep
grooves
Inspect for
tears and
broken welt

Cutterhead belts tension
and condition
Strip and pivot belts
tension and condition
Feed Drive Belts
tension and condition
Cutterhead and Strip
Linear bearings
Cutterhead Ball Screws

Note 5
Note 1

Note 2

Adjust out
any slack.
Adjust out
any slack.
Adjust out
any slack.
Note 4

Note 3
Note 3
Note 3
Lubricate
W/ Teflon grease
supplied

Lubricate
W/ Teflon grease
supplied

Strip Head Vertical
Slides Check for
looseness
TU 10’s

Adjust out any play with
diagonal locking nut.
Lubricate W/ Teflon grease supplied
Lub Fitting monthly
Lub Ball screw annually W/ ballscrew grease
supplied

NOTE
1. Typical replacement 3 to 6 months Dependent on the wire being run and air
pressure used.
2. Typical Replacement period is dependent on the application. Normal use
replacement would be 1yr. or more.
3. Typical Replacement period 3 years or 15 M cycles
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4. Check for any free play in the cutterhead linear bearings. There should be no
radial or axial movement of the cutterhead bodies on the main frames. Re-torque
to drawing specifications as needed.
5. Filter elements change is dictated by condition of air used.

4.12 DRIVE BELT REPLACEMENT
When replacing the belts on the MTX/STX they should be pulled tight but not preloaded
or stretched. Any time a belt is replaced a Master Reference must be preformed. See
following section.
When replacing belts, the relationship between the reference switch and the marker pulse
on the subject motor encoder must be set. Each axis has a mechanical position at which
the pulse should increment. (This does not include the feed motor) The purpose of this
procedure is to avoid the marker pulse and the reference switch “on” occurring together

4.13 MACHINE REFERENCE PROCESS
4.13.1 OVERVIEW
All the position movements of the MTX/STX machine and the TU 10 presses are digital
values. These values are based on a known starting position of “0”. This positions is
displayed in encoder counts (feed back units or FBU’s ) This position is established
when the machine is built. It must also be re-established any time the mechanical
integrity of an axis is broken. This would be in the case of a belt or motor replacement.
This is known as “The Master Reference”. This positions is based on the relationship in
FBU’s of a reference switch and a one-revolution marker pulse in the motor encoder.
Each time the machine is restarted from an un-powered state a prompt will appear.
“Machine Reference Required” If then TU-10 terminal program is active the prompt
will be “CPU Reset Required”. These prompts will also appear if the CPU cards are
manually reset.
4.13.2 MASTER REFERENCE (MTX/STX)
The process of establishing a “Master Reference” is done with a master reference
fixture. This fixture holds each axis in the “0” position. The use of this fixture is
described in the Owner Manual. Following the procedure the machine will first digitally
mark its position in the fixture. Continuing through the described process the machine
will make a series of moves to find the reference switch and then the marker pulse
relative to the fixtured position.
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Now the number of FBU’s between the marker pulse and the “0” position has been
established.

4.13.3 MACHINE REFERENCE
Each Time the machine CPU boots it will require a Machine Reference. This happens
when the machine is powered up or the CPU is manually reset.
I should be noted that whenever the machine CPU is manually reset it is necessary to
restart the MTX program.
During the Machine Reference each axis will move to find the reference switch then
find the marker pulse. These are not calculated moves. They are just continues moves
until the switch is made then the move is reversed until the marker pulse is found. From
the marker pulse the axis will return to “0” using the information stored the Master
Reference Procedure.
What you should observe during a Machine Reference is the following:
1. The Lead axis and Tail axis will move to the full strip position and hold there
until the pivot reference is complete.
2. The pivots will make a quick short move clockwise to the reference switch the
then rotate counterclockwise to the marker pulse. They will then return to the “0”
point at the cutterhead.
3. At the same time the cutterhead will open to the reference switch then close to the
marker pulse. From there it will move to the max cutterhead open position. This is
a known distance from the “0” position.
4. The strips will move in to the reference switch then out to the marker pulse, then
back out to he “0” position.
5. If the machine has power press bases they will move until a reference switch in
the base is reached determining the center of the travel.
If a reference failure occurs the Sonalert will continue to sound. The reference will not
complete. At this time DO NOT stop the machine. To identify the point of failure go to
the servo I/O screen. (Maintenance/I/O Statues)
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The servo and stepper data at the bottom of the screen will help. Check the stepper 1 and
2 windows and the servo motor “ Target” values. One for these will be continually
climbing in value. This is the point of failure.
The following is a chart of possible causes.
4.13.4 REFERENCE FAILURE TROUBLESHOOTING:
Pivots
Strips

Cutter Head
Press Bases

Rotates away from presses and stops
Rotates passed presses and stops
Moves toward cutter head and stops 1
Moves away from cutter head and
stops 2
Opens to top of travel and stops
Closes completely and stops*
Sounds like stepper motors are
running but no motion is visible.

Missed reference switch or switch failure
Missed marker pulse or defective encoder
Missed reference switch or switch failure
Missed marker pulse or defective encoder
Missed reference switch or switch failure
Missed marker pulse or defective encoder
Mechanism is bound up or the reference switch
has failed

Use the I/O screen to check switch inputs and marker pulse (Index data). See Sec 4.12.1
“Reference Pulse” in the MTX/STX Manual

1

The stripping head / cutter head will jump back when the servo fails. Do not mistake this for the normal
motion.
2
This occurs normally during pivot reference move. The strip should then move to the cutter head then
back to the marker A full retraction move at this time is not normal
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4.13.5 REFERENCE PULSE

With the motor belt removed, set the axis at its mechanical position. See photos below.

Open the I/O Statues screen from the Maintenance Menu. In the servo I/O section find
the subject motor and the index data column. If you click on the subject motor it will
highlight and make it easier to monitor.

Rotate the motor until the index data for the subject axis increments up. It will usually
count by 2 each time you pass the marker pulse. Stop when you see the count change.
This is the position at which the belt is connected to the motor. Although this process is
important it does not require extreme accuracy. A few degrees one-way or the other
should not cause a problem.
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Mechanical positions
Lead
Strip Swing
Axis Axis

Tail swing Axis

Rotate the lead
stripping head so
the wire feed
nozzle points at
the shaft on the
back of the
cutterhead

Rotate the Tail stripping head so the
jaw centerline points at the corner of
the collection trough. Be sure the
trough is extended.

Cutterhead Axis

Strip Axis

Set the notch in the target
about .75 (19mm) from the
end of the switch bracket.
(Typical both Sides)

Rotate cutterhead knob CCW until the
indicator LED on the reference switch comes
on. Then rotate it CW until the LED goes off.
Now rotate the knob approx. 270 degrees
further CW.
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4.13.6 UPPER CUTTERHEAD BELT

Upper
Cutterhead Belt

Adjusting
screws

Apply light tension
between shaft and
plate at the top for
the upper belt and
the bottom for the
lower belt

4.13.7 LOWER CUTTERHEAD BELTS

Lower
Cutterhead Belt

Adjusting
screws
Cutterhead to motor
belt—this must be loose
when adjusting the Lower
Cutterhead Belt
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Belt Replacement con’t
Cutterhead to motor
belt—Pull motor back to
tension

Adjusting
screws
Pivot
screw

4.13.8 FEED ASSEMBLY BELTS

Adjusting
screws

Drive
Belt

Encoder
Drive Belt

Encoder Backup
Roller Drive Belt
Adjusting
screws
Adjusting
screws for drive
belts (2)
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Belt Replacement Con’t
4.13.9 PIVOT AND STRIP BELTS

Adjusting
screws

Adjusting screws
(Jackshaft)

Motor to Jackshaft Belt
Jackshaft to Pivot Belt
Strip Drive Belt

Pivot
screw

Adjusting
screws
Pivot
screw
Loosen both pivot and Jackshaft belts then tighten pivot first the jackshaft to motor.
The leading arm has the same arrangement of belts inverted under the table.

Strip Clamp
Drive Belt

Adjusting
screws
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1. Insert the feed nozzle of the wire guide into the receptacle on the master
fixture making certain it is inserted all the way. It may be necessary to adjust
the height so the nozzle inserts without interference.
2. Close the tail jaws around the pin on the master fixture making certain it is
against the shoulder. It may be necessary to adjust the height so the jaws
clamp on the center of the “V”.
Master
Fixture

Nozzle

Auxiliary jaws removed for
clarity

Tail Jaw

The machine is now ready for you to perform the “Master Reference”. On the computer,
at the upper left corner, select Maintenance/I/O statues.

The maintenance program will appear.

At the lower right click on the Reference Servos “START” button.
The screen will prompt you thru the process.
First it will ask you to confirm that the preceding steps have been
completed. Click OK.
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4.14 MASTER REFERENCE PROCEDURE
All position data on the MTX/STX starts with the “Master Reference Position”. This
position is set at the factory. There are however several situations that would require this
to be reset in the field. They are belt, motor or other drive component replacement or the
loose of the hard drive on the computer.
The procedure for setting the Master Reference requires the master reference gage. This
can be obtained by contacting the Artos Engineering Technical Services Department.
With Power:
1. Raise the guard
2. Remove the blade assemblies
3. Remove the knock out assemblies. This is done by inserting a hex key in
to the captive screw behind the hole in the center of the mounting bracket.
4. Install the master fixture in the lower cutterhead as you would a blade
assembly. The pointer should be pointing back between the upper and
lower cutterhead at the cutterhead frame.
5. Using the knob at the top of the cutterhead, close the cutterhead until the
fixture can be latched into the upper cutterhead and latch it in place.
At this step the pointer on the master fixture must be aligned with the small notch
machined into the edge of the mounting bracket.

Notch

If it is not so, See ”Centering the cutterhead” below.
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The process has been initialized. Remove the fixture. Click “NEXT”.
You can now close the guard and master start the machine. When you
press cycle start the servos will go thru a series of moves. When the
beeping stops the procedure is complete.
The knockouts and blades can now be replaced and the machine put back
in service.
4.14.1 CENTERING THE CUTTERHEAD
If the pointer and notch do not align as described above the center position will have to
be adjusted.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Loosen the set collar on the cutterhead drive shaft
Mount the Master Fixture in the lower cutterhead
Rotate the drive shaft until the pointer and notch align.
Close the upper cutterhead to the fixture and latch it
Insure the pointer and notch are still aligned and tighten the set collar.

Run the Master Reference procedure.

#4

#1

#3
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5 TROUBLESHOOTING
5.1

MTX/STX TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
Problem
Wire Jam While Loading

Wire Jam In Cycle

Wire Misses The Collector

Wire Cutting Length Is Different Then
Programmed

10/25/04

Resolution

Try larger or smaller feed tube.
Be sure wire has been straightened; pull wire through the straightener prior to loading.
Check the end has a clean blunt cut. Do not feed a stripped wire through the machine.
Reduce wire acceleration rate in wire table.
Increase cutterhead home and ready positions.
Check for terminal or wire lodged in cutterhead area.
Check wire straightener for proper set-up.
Reduce departure acceleration on last step of leading process.
Increase return pullback value for leading process.
Check wire straightener for proper set-up.
Reduce cutterhead home and ready positions.

Be sure the wire has been properly calibrated. It may be necessary to re-calibrate with a new wire
source or change of feed belts.
Ensure the wire is properly fed into the machine without tangles, knots, or variation in pressure.
Ensure the wire straightener is set to the proper tension (as when the wire was calibrated).
Ensure the feed drive pressure is set to the proper value (as when the wire was calibrated).
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Wire Not Stripping or Strip Lengths Not Check strip and pull lengths values for correctness.
Consistent
Check for proper strip diameter and way back.
Check for sufficient gripper pressure.
Try increasing strip delay for elastic insulations.
Check blades for wear or proper sizing. It may be necessary to use radius blades for certain wires.
Check for proper blade insertion (cutting surface to cutting surface).
Check for proper cutterhead centering using the calibration gage. 5-138854-?
Wire Stands Outside Of Crimp

Ensure proper rotation to the terminal (left or right position)
Ensure the wire is clearing the terminal ears. If not, lower the process station height.
Reduce previous process departure acceleration (i.e. strip departure acceleration in the wire table)
Minimize (reduce) the wire overhang value for the process.
Check terminal specifications for proper wire size.

End Of Wire (Core) Placement High or Ensure proper extension setting.
Low
Ensure proper strip length setting.
Minimize (reduce) the wire overhang value for the process.
Bend In The Wire After Crimping

Applicator (Die) Mis-feed

Crimp Height Is Not Correct

10/25/04

Check for proper height of crimping station.
Check tonking stop setting on gripper.
Ensure tonking device is contacting gripper during crimping process.
Reduce TU-10 ram acceleration.
Confirm TU-10 ram opening height (stroke) setting.
Check for proper air hook-up on pneumatic applicators.
Check mechanical settings on applicator.
Check TU-10 crimp height program.
Check for proper core placement.
Ensure proper installation of the applicator into the crimping unit.
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Wire Ends Are Not Collected Together Increase release delay in part properties screen.
Ensure proper setting of wire straightener.
Increase/Decrease departure acceleration of last process.
Check good part rotation and extension settings in machine configuration table.
Wire Is Looping Out Of Collector

Reduce departure acceleration on last step of leading process.
Ensure proper setting of wire straightener.
Check conveyor motor speed setting (nominally 10% over feed rate).

Short Wires Are Flipping Into The
Collector

Increase release delay in part properties screen.
Create a process for collection to rotate the pivot arm beyond the normal release position.

Wire Is Not Clearing The Collector Belt Create a process for collection to rotate the pivot arm beyond the normal release position.
Increase departure acceleration for last process (works well on stiffer wires).
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MACHINE FUNCTION ERROR CODES

Error Message

Description / Explanation

Bad label data.

Label data is incorrect or insufficient

Batch complete.

The Batch Part Programmed quantity has been reached. The
collecting trough needs to be cycled to continue running

Check batch tray.

The batch tray is not in the proper position to collect wire.

Check the wire supply.

Wire has run out, Snagged, or is slipping in the feed drive. Check
wire supply for obstruction, Check / Reduce sensitivity setting in the
Wire ID. Table

Controller program complete.

The Total Parts Programmed Quantity has been reached

Conveyer ESTOP.

The Conveyer ESTOP (on the conveyer) is open, twist RED button
CCW to close.

ESTOP Switch 1.

The ESTOP Switch 1. (Operators console) is open, twist RED
button CCW to close.

ESTOP Switch 2.

The ESTOP Switch 2. (Discharge control) is open twist, RED button
CCW to close.

Guard Switch 1.

Main Guard is open or switch is mis-adjusted or defective

Guard Switch 2.

Feed drive Guard is open or switch is mis-adjusted or defective

Harness complete.

Programmed Harness Quantity reached (Future Feature)

Imaje DTR fault

Imaje not ready, DTR not detected

Job complete.

Job program is complete (Future Feature)

Lead CFM fault.

CRIMP FORCE MONITORING has detected defective crimp check
applicator. LEAD PROCESS

Lead Inspection Fault.

Inspection device has detected a fault, LEAD SIDE

Lead1 device out of parts.

Check Terminal Supply

Lead1 process not ready.

Confirming READY signal not present ( DIO B 1)

Lead2 device out of parts.

Check Terminal Supply

Lead2 process not ready.

Confirming READY signal not present ( DIO B 6)

Lead3 device out of parts.

Check Terminal Supply
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MACHINE FUNCTION ERROR CODES

Error Message

Description / Explanation

Lead3 process not ready.

Confirming READY signal not present ( DIO B 9)

Main air low.

Air pressure is low or has dipped below limits momentarily due to
lack of volume

No part count entered.

Total Parts not entered

Post-processing not ready.

Confirming READY signal not present (DIO C 3)

Pre-processing fault.

Process didn’t start or didn’t finish

Pre-processing not ready.

Confirming READY signal not present ( DIO C 1)

Reference setup required.

Machine will Reference when Cycle Start is depressed

Remote ESTOP.

The Remote ESTOP Switch 1. (Ancillary device) is open, twist RED
button CCW to close.

Tail CFM fault.

CRIMP FORCE MONITORING has detected defective crimp check
applicator. TAIL PROCESS

Tail Inspection Fault.

Inspection device has detected a fault, TAIL SIDE

Tail1 device out of parts.

Check Terminal Supply

Tail1 process not ready.

Confirming READY signal not present ( DIO B 13)

Tail2 device out of parts.

Check Terminal Supply

Tail2 process not ready.

Confirming READY signal not present ( DIO B 17)

Tail3 device out of parts.

Check Terminal Supply

Tail3 process not ready.

Confirming READY signal not present ( DIO B 21)

6 APPENDIX
6.1

S-1 OPTION
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6.1.1 WINDOW AND LONG LEAD STRIPS
The window strip is produced by using a S-1 stripper. The lead end of the wire is stripped to a
length equal to the lead end strip and the window strip. The wire is then presented to the S-1
stripper where the window strip is done. The S-1 makes a cut at the far end of the window strip.
The “Process Extension” setting for the process controls this position. It then pulls the insulation
toward the lead end of the wire the distance of the window.

A long strip of up to 60 mm could also be produced.

Blade Adjustment
Knob

Strip Diameter Adjustment
for the Window Strip.
The strip adjustment is done by
moving the upper blade of the S-1 up
or down by means of an adjusting
knob. The setting is held in place with
a locking screw. See Figure 9
To adjust the length of the window
strip set the strip length adjustment
knob on the S-1. This too is held in
place with locking screws.
See Figure 10

Locking Screw

Wire Presentation

Figure 9 Blade Adjustment

Strip Stop Adjustment
Knob

The wire is presented to the S-1 with a
special short lead end nozzle. This
nozzle allows enough wire to be
exposed to get a widow strip 60mm
from the end of the wire. See Figure
11

Short Wire
This figure also shows the special
short wire blade assembly. This
assembly will allow wire lengths
down to 30 mm with a maximum strip
length of 7.5mm.
Figure 10 Strip Length Adjustment

Long Strips (Lead End)
Locking Screws
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Special Short Wire
Blade Assembly
Window Strip
Special Short Nozzle

Figure 11 Wire guide and Blade Assembly

6.2

TWISTER

The twister option can be used for several different operations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Twist off the slug and twist the strands in to a tight rotation for further off line processing
Twist off the slug and twist the strands in to a tight rotation for terminating
Twist off the slug and twist the strands in to a tight rotation prior to soldiering
Twist off the slug and twist the strands in to a tight rotation to complete a laser stripping
process

6.2.1 TWISTER OPERATION
The partially stripped or laser stripped wire is placed in front of the twister the same as it is any
other process. The Pivot position, arrive extension, process extension, and depart extension are
used in the same manner as at a press. The only variable from this is the Depart Velocity value.
This can be adjusted between 300, for a tight twist, to 600 for a looser twist. The tighter the twist
the longer the cycle time will be.

Partially
stripped wire before
twisting
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TINNING

For tinning the end of the wire Artos installs a FAPRO FA 400 Automatic Tinning Station.
This provides a constant stream of flux and soldier. The MTX/STX passes the wire end thru the
streams for tip tinning. Support documentation is provided if the MTX/STX is so equipped.

6.4

SONIC WELDING

Sonic welding will make the end of the stranded wire solid applications such as screw
termination. Support documentation is provided if the MTX/STX is so equipped.

6.5

SEAL / SEAL CRIMP APPLICATION

For seal application Artos installs the Pawo SLU seal applicator for use in conjunction with the
terminating press. For added capability the Pawo A 14 Integrated seal applicator and terminating
press can be installed. Support documentation is provided if the MTX/STX is so equipped.

6.5.1 NOTES (CUSTOMER ENTRY)
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